
Groundwater flooding in the
Candovers and Old Alresford

Flooding is possible - be prepared

Groundwater remains high. In the last 7 days, 20mm of rain has been
recorded in Bishop’s Sutton. In Preston Candover, the level is just
stabilising. In Old Alresford, the level has started to fall, lowering by 6 cm
in the last 4 days. From today (Wednesday 24/02/21) and for the next 10
days, the weather should remain fairly dry. At the lower end of Preston
Candover village, the need to pump water from cellars will continue
throughout this time. In Old Alresford, a small number of cellars and
septic tank operations could also remain affected. However, drier
weather brings an improved outlook. The level in Old Alresford will
continue to fall. A decrease in level is also expected in Preston Candover
(the rate of fall will be very slow). We continue to monitor the forecast.
Pumps used to reduce water levels will still be required over the next few
weeks. This message will be updated by 12:00 on 08/03/2021 or sooner,
if a change in forecast suggests heavy rain is expected.

This information was last updated at 10:50am Wednesday 24 February 2021

Could this information be better? Tell us how to improve it (/target-

area/065FAG009/feedback).

Hide other warnings and alerts

Search for other warnings or alerts (/warnings)

What to do before, after and during a flood:
How to plan ahead for flooding (/plan-ahead-for-flooding?utm_source=spw-

warning&utm_medium=gov.uk&utm_campaign=prepare&utm_content=flood-

alerts)

What to do in a flood (/what-to-do-in-a-flood?utm_source=spw-

warning&utm_medium=gov.uk&utm_campaign=respond&utm_content=flood-

alerts)

How to recover after a flood (/recovering-after-a-flood?utm_source=spw-

warning&utm_medium=gov.uk&utm_campaign=recover&utm_content=flood-

alerts)

You can also:

Check river and sea levels in this area (/river-and-sea-levels?

lng=-1.15398&lat=51.15101)

 GOV.UK 
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Try the new version of this page (https://check-for-flooding.service.gov.uk/target-area/065FAG009) on the Check for flooding beta service (what's
'beta'? (/about-check-for-flooding-beta))

Flood alert in force now
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! Twitter (https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?

original_referer&text=Important%20flood%20risk%20information%20%E2%80%93%20please%20retweet%20https%3A%2F%2Fflood-

warning-information.service.gov.uk%2Ftarget-area%2F065FAG009)

" Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fflood-warning-information.service.gov.uk%2Ftarget-

area%2F065FAG009&title=Flood%20risk%20information%20for%20Groundwater%20flooding%20in%20the%20Candovers%20and%20Old%20Alresford%20-

%20GOV.UK)

# Email

Sign up for flood warnings (https://www.gov.uk/sign-up-for-flood-warnings)

View the 5-day flood risk (/5-day-flood-risk)

Share this page

How useful was this information?

Your feedback (/feedback) will help us improve this service

Other ways to get flood warning information
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